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Abstract
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1. Introduction

Scan design is the most widely used design-for-testability (DFT) technique [1]. It provides external access to the flip-flops (FFs) in a design by replacing FFs with scan cells and stitching them into one or more shift registers called scan chains. As a result, scan design has made it possible to test sequential circuits with reduced complexity and in practical time. In recent years, at-speed scan testing, which is realized by launching a transition and capturing its response at the system speed, has become mandatory in order to guarantee sufficient quality levels for deep-submicron (DSM) VLSI circuits. This is because timing-related defects have become dominant in such circuits.

In practice, at-speed scan testing is usually realized by the launch-on-capture (LOC) scheme since it has lower physical design complexity for the scan enable signal than other clocking schemes [2]. The basic scheme of LOC is shown in Fig. 1. In shift mode (SE = 1), a test vector is applied by operating scan chains as shift registers with multiple shift clock pulses (S1 to S2). Then, in capture mode (SE = 0), two capture pulses C1 and C2 are applied for launching a transition at the start-point of a path and capturing the circuit response to the launched transition at the end-point of the path. For at-speed scan testing, the test cycle T should be made equal to the functional clock cycle, which is extremely short for a high-speed design.

1.1 Test Power Safety in At-Speed Scan Testing

At-speed scan testing is indispensable for DSM VLSI circuits. However, its power dissipation, i.e., test power, is increasingly causing various problems, threatening its test power safety. The reasons are illustrated in Fig. 1 and described as follows:

In shift mode, the accumulative impact of excessive shift switching activity (SSA) may cause overheating of dies or chip packages due to excessively increased average power dissipation. This is because most of the test application time is spent in shift mode, especially for circuits with long scan chains. At the same time, the instantaneous impact of excessive SSA may cause IR-drop-induced delay increase along scan paths as well as clock paths, which ends up with setup time violations and thus yield loss [3, 4]. On the other hand, in capture mode, the instantaneous impact of excessive launch switching activity (LSA) at the launch cycle C1 may cause excessive IR-drop-induced delay increase along sensitized paths, leading to capture timing failures at the capture cycle C2 and thus yield loss. The reasons are that the test cycle T is extremely short for high-speed circuits, and that low-power circuits are more susceptible to changes in power supply voltages [5-9]. Therefore, test power safety, the combination of both shift safety and launch safety, should be guaranteed for at-
speed scan testing in order to avoid chip/package damage, undue yield loss, and reliability degradation [7].

1.2 Previous Solutions for Test Power Safety

Generally, test power safety needs to be achieved by properly reducing both SSA and LSA, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Previous solutions for reducing LSA and SSA are based on either circuit modification or test data manipulation [6, 7]. Generally, it is preferable to reduce LSA by test data manipulation since this approach causes no adverse impact on ATPG, circuit design, and performance. Several effective test-data-manipulation-based techniques [10-13] exist for reducing LSA, which are helpful in achieving launch safety. On the other hand, it is preferable to reduce SSA by circuit modification since SSA often needs to be significantly and predictably reduced to meet the heat management requirement of packaging. Furthermore, circuit modification in shift mode causes neither ATPG change nor fault coverage loss. Several circuit-modification-based approaches for reducing SSA have been proposed so far, as summarized below:

Scan clock gating [14, 15] searches for test patterns that do not detect any new faults during BIST, and disable scan FFs while these redundant patterns are applied. Obviously, the SSA reduction effect of this approach is highly dependent on the redundant pattern count. Scan chain disabling reduces the number of active scan chains [16] during shift and capture. This approach can also be applied with power-aware test planning for BIST [17] to reduce average SSA significantly. Toggle suppression [14] inserts blocking logic to the outputs of scan FFs, thereby significantly reducing the average SSA in the combinational portion. However, circuit performance degradation may occur due to the insertion of blocking logic into functional paths. Scan cell ordering [18] tries to find a proper order of scan FFs for a given test set, but its SSA reduction effect is highly test-set-dependent. Compared with the above approaches, scan segmentation [19-22] is a more preferable approach for reducing SSA.

Fig. 2 illustrates the structure of conventional scan segmentation [19]. The basic idea is to split a scan chain into multiple segments, and make sure to shift just one segment of the scan chain at a time while keeping all other segments deactivated. In Fig. 2, the original scan chain with length $L$ (Fig. 2 (a)) is split into 3 shorter segments with length $L/3$ (Fig. 2 (b)). The shift operation is conducted for segments $S_1$, $S_2$, and $S_3$, one by one. The currently inactive segments are silenced by gating their scan clocks. The most significant benefit of segmentation scan is that average SSA can be effectively and predictably reduced since it limits the number of scan FFs where transitions occur simultaneously. In addition, scan segmentation causes no performance degradation since it inserts no additional logic to functional paths. Furthermore, the SSA reduction effect of scan segmentation is independent of the given test set, which can be easily generated by conventional ATPG.

1.3 Shift Timing Failures

Conventional scan segmentation can effectively and predictably reduce the accumulative impact of excessive SSA, thus effectively solving the overheating problem due to average SSA. However, it is unable to mitigate the instantaneous impact of excessive SSA. As a result, IR-drop-induced delay increase may still occur along clock paths from a clock pin to scan FFs, which may lead to shift timing failures and thus severely damaging shift safety. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3, scan chains $SC_1$ and $SC_2$ are split into two scan segments $\{S_{11}, S_{12}\}$ and $\{S_{21}, S_{22}\}$ respectively. The shift operation is conducted by clocking $S_{11}$ and $S_{21}$ together the first, followed by clocking $S_{12}$ and $S_{22}$ together the next. Although this scheme can reduce the global (whole-circuit) average SSA by approximately 50%, the SSA around clock paths to the active segments may still be high. That is, IR-drop-induced delay increase may still occur along the clock paths, resulting in severe clock skew. As a
result, shift timing failures may occur at scan FFs, resulting in undue yield loss.

The above discussions clearly point to a new problem that threatens shift safety, i.e., excessive SSA around clock paths. In the context of scan segmentation, this problem translates into that reducing only global average SSA by conventional scan segmentation cannot guarantee shift safety. Therefore, there is a strong need to effectively reduce SSA around clock paths in scan segmentation.

1.4 Contribution and Paper Organization

This paper addresses the new shift safety problem caused by excessive SSA around clock paths in conventional scan segmentation. The basic idea is to optimize the combination of scan segments for simultaneous clocking since SSA depends on which segments are simultaneously clocked. For example, conventional scan segmentation shown in Fig. 3 uses segment groups \{S_{11}, S_{21}\} and \{S_{12}, S_{22}\}. However, SSA around clock paths may be potentially reduced by using a different segment grouping, e.g., \{S_{11}, S_{22}\} and \{S_{12}, S_{21}\}. Therefore, we propose a new scan segmentation scheme in which segment grouping is optimized for SSA reduction around clock paths.

The major contribution of this paper is to propose a novel layout-aware scan segmentation clocking scheme, called LCTI-SS (Low-Clock-Tree-Impact Scan Segmentation). LCTI-SS deals with the real cause of excessive-SSA-induced yield loss by reducing SSA in proximities of active clock paths (called impact areas) while preserving the benefits of conventional scan segmentation in reducing average whole-circuit shift power. A sophisticated segment regrouping algorithm is devised to directly reduce SSA in impact areas by optimizing the grouping of scan segments for simultaneous clocking. LCTI-SS improves shift safety since the reduction of instantaneous SSA is directly focused on impact areas to significantly reduce IR-drop-induced shift timing failures. To our best knowledge, this paper is the first of its kind to mitigate the impact of shift switching activity on clock paths.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews conventional scan segmentation, Section 3 presents the proposed LCTI-SS scheme, Section 4 and Section 5 present the details of impact area identification and segment regrouping, respectively, Section 6 shows experimental results, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Background

This section first describes the details of conventional scan segmentation for circuits with multiple scan chains. It then reviews previous clocking schemes proposed for reducing shift power in such circuits.

2.1 Conventional Multi-Scan Segmentation

Most of scan circuits contain multiple scan chains. Fig. 4 shows a conventional scan segmentation design for a circuit with 3 scan chains. Each scan chain is split into 3 segments, resulting 9 segments \(S_{11}\) to \(S_{33}\). Three gated clocks \(GCLK_1\), \(GCLK_2\), and \(GCLK_3\) are connected to all scan FFs in 3 segment groups \(G_1 = \{S_{11}, S_{21}, S_{31}\}\), \(G_2 = \{S_{12}, S_{22}, S_{32}\}\), and \(G_3 = \{S_{13}, S_{23}, S_{33}\}\), respectively. Similar to scan segmentation for a single scan chain, the shift operation is conducted for \(G_1\), \(G_2\), and \(G_3\), one at a time. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), gated clocks \(GCLK_1\), \(GCLK_2\), and \(GCLK_3\) are exclusively enabled during a shift operation. Note that the test response to a test vector is captured by enabling all gated clock signals after a test vector has been shifted into all segments. Since the number of simultaneously-switching FFs becomes smaller, global average SSA is effectively reduced. Note that no modification is required on functional paths, thus avoiding any performance degradation. In addition, test application time remains the same as that of the standard scan architecture. Generally, the average shift power reduction ratio is approximately 50% for a 2-segment configuration and 66% for a 3-segment configuration [7].

![Fig. 4 Conventional multi-scan segmentation.](image)
The number of simultaneously-switching FFs can be reduced by manipulating shift clocks. In staggered clocking [20] as shown in Fig. 5 (a), the shift clock edges are skewed by staggering clocks. In MD-SCAN [23] as shown in Fig. 5(b), the shift clock edges are skewed by introducing multiple clock duty cycles with different lengths. Both clocking schemes can reduce the number of simultaneously-switching FFs. Obviously, this results in lower global average SSA.

![Clocking schemes for shift power reduction](image)

Fig. 5 Clocking schemes for shift power reduction.

However, shift timing failures may still occur in conventional scan segmentation even when these clocking schemes are employed. As described in Subsection 1.3, the reason is that excessive IR-drop around clock paths may cause severe clock skew in clock paths, resulting in hold time violations in FFs [3, 4], which cannot be avoided by simply lowering the clock frequency [25].

3. The LCTI-SS Scheme

This section describes Low-Clock-Tree-Impact Scan Segmentation (LCTI-SS), for reducing the instantaneous shift switching activity (SSA) in the proximities of clock trees in shift mode so as to reduce the risk of timing failures in shift chains. Together with the intrinsic benefit of scan segmentation for reducing global average SSA to mitigate the overheat problem, the proposed LCTI-SS significantly improves shift safety.

Fig. 6 shows the general flow of the proposed LCTI-SS scheme. It consists of two major steps: impact area identification (①) and segment regrouping (②), as described below:

Given a circuit netlist \( N \) with standard full-scan design, conventional scan segmentation (as illustrated in Fig. 4) is first designed. The result is a new netlist \( N' \), for which place-and-route is conducted to produce a layout design \( L \) and a clock tree design \( C \). Based on these two types of information, impact area identification (①) is conducted to identify nodes (gates and FFs) whose transitions have significant impact on IR-drop-induced delay increase on clock paths. After that, segment regrouping (②) is conducted to minimize the number of nodes in impact areas which may affect active clock paths. As a result, netlist \( N'' \), layout \( L' \), and clock tree \( C' \) are obtained by reconnecting gated clocks to corresponding segments. An alternative to clock tree modification is to use a programmable clock control [16, 25].

![General flow of the LCTI-SS scheme](image)

Fig. 6 General flow of the LCTI-SS scheme.

To illustrate the LCTI-SS scheme, let us revisit the case shown in Fig. 4. Here, the initial segment groups provided by conventional scan segmentation are \( G = \{S_{11}, S_{21}, S_{31}\} \),
\( G_2 = \{S_{12}, S_{22}, S_{32}\} \), and \( G_3 = \{S_{13}, S_{23}, S_{33}\} \). By applying the LCTI-SS scheme, scan segments are regrouped, for example, into \( G_1 = \{S_{11}, S_{22}, S_{33}\} \), \( G_2 = \{S_{11}, S_{23}, S_{33}\} \), and \( G_3 = \{S_{12}, S_{23}, S_{32}\} \), as shown in Fig. 7. Gated clocks are reconnected to each corresponding segment group while most of the original clock tree design remains unchanged.

4. Impact Area Identification

This section presents the details about impact area identification, which is a critical step in LCTI-SS.

**Definition 1** The clock aggressor set of a clock buffer \( B \), denoted by \( CAS(B) \), is a set of nodes (gates and FFs) placed near \( B \) and sharing power rails with \( B \).

Fig. 8 shows an example, where \( CAS(B) = \{N_6, N_7, N_{10}, N_{11}, N_{14}, N_{15}\} \) for the clock buffer \( B \).

**Definition 2** Let \( P \) be a path consisting of all clock buffers \( \{B_1, B_2, ..., B_m\} \) from a gated clock pin to the clock input of a scan FF. The clock aggressor region of \( P \), denoted by \( CAR(P) \), is defined as

\[
CAR(P) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{m} (CAS(B_i))
\]

**Definition 3** Let \( S \) be a scan segment consisting of scan FFs \( \{FF_1, FF_2, ..., FF_n\} \) and let \( P_i \) be a clock path to \( FF_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, ..., n \)). The impact area of \( S \), denoted by \( IA(S) \), is defined as

\[
IA(S) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} (CAR(P_i))
\]

An example is shown in Fig. 9, where two scan FFs, \( FF_1 \) and \( FF_2 \), are assumed to form the scan segment \( S_{11} \). Here, \( CAR(P_1) = CAS(B_1) \cup CAS(B_2) \cup CAS(B_3) \), \( CAR(P_2) = CAS(B_1) \cup CAS(B_2) \cup CAS(B_4) \). As a result, \( IA(S_{11}) = CAR(P_1) \cup CAR(P_2) \).

Although each segment has an impact area, it does not necessarily mean that all nodes (i.e., clock aggressors) in the impact area may affect propagation delay of clock paths. Generally, a node impacting active clock buffers needs to satisfy the following two conditions:

**Condition A:** The node belongs to at least one impact area of active segments.

**Condition B:** The node is structurally reachable from at least one scan FF in active segments.

**Definition 4** Let \( RCAS(S) \) be a set of clock aggressors structurally reachable from all FFs in a segment \( S \), and let \( G \) be a segment group composed of segments \( S_1, S_2, ..., S_n \). The impact aggressor set of \( G \), denoted by \( IAS(G) \), is defined as

\[
IAS(G) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} (IA(S_i)) \cap \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} (RCAS(S_i))
\]

Clearly, the impact aggressor set of \( G \) contains only clock aggressors that may affect active clock paths, i.e., clock aggressors satisfying both Condition A and Condition B. An example is shown in Fig. 10. Here, two scan segments \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are assumed to belong to \( G_1 \). \( IAS(G_1) = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, N_5, N_6\} \), \( IAS(S_1) = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, N_4, N_5\} \), \( RCAS(S_1) = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, N_4, N_5\} \), and \( RCAS(S_2) = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, N_5\} \). In this case, \( IAS(G_1) = (IAS(S_1) \cup IAS(S_2)) \cap (RCAS(S_1) \cup RCAS(S_2)) = \{N_1, N_2, N_3, N_5\} \).

From above definitions, the impact aggressor set of a segment group with arbitrary combinations of scan segments can be calculated. This information is used to estimate the risk of shift timing failures.

5. Segment Regrouping

Generally, the number of impact aggressors depends on the combination of segments to be simultaneously clocked. The smaller the number of impact aggressors, the lower the probability of simultaneous transitions at impact aggressors. This indicates that it is possible to regroup segments optimally so that each segment group has a smaller number of impact aggressors. This section presents...
an effective algorithm for segment regrouping, which is another critical step in the LCTI-SS scheme.

The proposed algorithm for segment regrouping uses the weighted switching activity (WSA) metric for SSA estimation since this metric has good correlation with power dissipation [5, 11] and IR-drop [26].

Definition 5: Let IAS be an impact aggressor set. The weighted impact of IAS, denoted by W(IAS), is defined as

\[ WI(IAS) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (w_i) \]

where \( n \) is the number of nodes in the impact aggressor set, and \( w_i \) is the weight of node \( i \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)), which can be approximated by the number of its fanout branches.

Based on the above definitions, the problem of segment regrouping can be formalized as follows:

**Segment Regrouping Problem**: Given a scan segmentation design with \( m \) scan chains and \( n \) segments for each scan chain, find \( n \) segment groups \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n \) such that the weighted impact of the impact aggressor set for each segment group \( G_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)), namely \( W(IAS(G_i)) \), is minimized.

Theoretically, the total number of segment group combinations can be expressed by the following theorem:

**Theorem 1**: For a scan segmentation design with \( m \) scan chains and \( n \) segments for each scan chain, the total number of segment group combinations is \((n!)^m\).

**Proof**: For the first segment group, \( n \) segments can be selected from each of the \( m \) scan chains, which results in \( n^m \) possible combinations. Then, repeating this until the \( n \)-th segment group result in \((n-1)^m \) possible combinations for the second segment group, \((n-2)^m \) possible combinations for the third segment group, \ldots, and \( 1 \) combination for the \( n \)-th segment group. Therefore, the total number of segment group combinations is as follows:

\[ \prod_{k=0}^{n-1} (n-k)^m = (n!)^m \]

Theorem 1 indicates that it is impractical to check all possible segment group combinations to find the best one for large industrial circuits with a large number of scan chains. Therefore, we propose a heuristic two-phase algorithm to efficiently find an optimal segment group combination with low SSA at clock aggressors.

The proposed segment regrouping algorithm is shown in Fig. 11. In Phase 1, a segment group \( G_{tmp} \) with the maximum weighted impact is identified, and segments in \( G_{tmp} \) are placed into separate groups \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n \) in order to divide the segments in the worst case segment group into discrete groups. Then, in Phase 2, a segment \( S_{min} \) is selected such that the union \((G_i \cup S_{min})\) has the minimum weighted impact, and \( S_{min} \) is added to \( G_i \). This process is repeated until all segments are selected. This algorithm tries to reduce SSA at clock aggressors by minimizing the weighted impact for each segment group. This way, the clock aggressors of this particular segment group in the affected area can be reduced.

As shown in Fig. 11, in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the algorithm, segments are selected one at a time and added to a particular segment group. In Phase 1, the segment which maximizes the weighted impact of IAS for group \( G_{tmp} \) is selected. In Phase 2, the segment which results in the minimum weighted impact of IAS of a particular group \( G \) is selected for addition to \( G \).

---

**Algorithm: Segment_Regrouping**

**Input**: netlist, impact area, initial segment groups  
**Output**: updated segment groups

\[ n = \text{the number of groups}; \]

for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) do  
  \( G_i = \emptyset; \)

// Phase 1: 
  \( G_{tmp} = \emptyset; \)
  for \( i = 1 \) to \( n \) do  
    foreach (unselected segment \( S \)) do  
      compute \( W(IAS(G_{tmp} \cup \{ S \})) \);  
      \( S_{max} = \text{the segment with the maximum } |IAS(G_{tmp} \cup \{ S \}); \)  
      // Select \( S_{max} \)  
      \( G_i = G_i \cup \{ S_{max} \}; \)  
      \( G_{tmp} = G_{tmp} \cup \{ S_{max} \}; \)
  // Phase 2:  
  while (not all segments are selected yet) do  
    foreach (unselected segment \( S \)) do  
      if (\( S \) shares same scanchain with at least one segment in \( G_i \)) do  
        continue;  
      else do  
        compute \( W(IAS(G_i \cup \{ S \})) \);  
      \( S_{max} = \text{the segment with the minimum } |IAS(G_i \cup \{ S \}); \)  
      // Select \( S_{max} \)  
      \( G_i = G_i \cup \{ S_{max} \}; \)  
    return \( \{ G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_n \}; \)

---

**Fig. 11 Segment regrouping algorithm.**

To find and select the segment with minimum or maximum \( WI \), we compute the resulting \( WI \) for the considered group and all yet-unselected segments. Each segment is selected exactly once and before the selection, \( WI \) is computed with respect to each yet-unselected segment. Thus, the number of \( WI \) computations is

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{NS} \frac{NS(\text{NS} + 1)}{2} \]

where \( NS \) is the total number of segments. To compute \( WI \), we use optimized set operations (union, intersection) on the pre-computed sets of IA and RCAS to reduce runtime.

6. Experimental Results

The proposed LCTI-SS scheme was implemented in C language for evaluation. Six large ITC’99 benchmark circuits (b17 to b22) [27] and one industrial circuit (ckl) were used in the experiments. Logic synthesis, layout, and transition delay ATPG were conducted by Design
We prepared various scan configurations with different numbers of scan chains and segments for each circuit. For \( b17, b20, b21, \) and \( b22, \) configurations with 3, 4, and 5 scan chains were used. For \( b18 \) and \( b19, \) configurations with 10, 30, and 50 scan chains were used. For \( ck1, \) configurations with 100, 200, and 300 scan chains were used. After that, conventional scan segmentation with 3, 4, and 5 segments were applied for each configuration.

For evaluation, we used the \( WSA \) metric to estimate SSA. A more precise evaluation, based on electrical or circuit-level simulation, is more accurate but computationally very expensive since hundreds to thousands of shift cycles have to be simulated for a single test vector alone. Since WSA has been shown to correlate well with IR-drop [26] and thus IR-drop induced delay, we employed WSA in our experiments. We compared the proposed LCTI-SS scheme with conventional scan segmentation in terms of the weighted impact \( WI \) and \( WSA \) at impact aggressor sets.

Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. The reduction ratio of the maximum and the average weighted impact (“\( WI \)’) and the maximum and the average \( WSA \) at impact aggressor sets among segment groups (“\( WSA \) at \( IAS \)” are shown in columns 4 to 7. CPU runtime for segment regrouping (“\( CPU \) (sec)”) is shown in column 8. It can be seen that, for over 80% of circuits and scan configurations used in the experiments, targeted maximum \( WSA \) at impact aggressor sets were significantly reduced, on average as much as over 10% compared with conventional scan segmentation. The maximum reduction exceeded 25% in the case of \( b21. \) In addition to the reduction of maximum \( WSA, \) average \( WSA \) at impact aggressor sets was slightly reduced by 1% on average for all experimented configurations. Furthermore, the runtime of the proposed algorithm was relatively short even for the large industrial circuit with 2 million gates. This indicates the scalability of the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 12 shows a more detailed analysis by plotting the maximum and average \( WSA \) at the clock aggressor set per test vector for \( b21 \) for the configuration with 5 scan chains and 5 segments in each scan chain. It can be seen that both maximum and average \( WSA \) at the clock aggressor set were effectively reduced for all test vectors.

![Table 2 Experimental Results](image)

![Fig. 13](image)
correlation with the WSA at impact aggressor sets, a more accurate metric for the segment regrouping algorithm may be needed to further improve the maximum WSA reduction at impact aggressor sets.

Future work to further improve shift safety includes: (1) evaluating whether the LCTI-SS scheme is sufficient to totally avoid shift timing failures by using precise circuit-level power analysis; and (2) finding a metric which correlates more closely with IR-drop than WSA.
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Fig. 12 WSA plot for b21.

Fig. 13 MAX. WI reduction vs. MAX. WSA reduction at IAS.

7. Conclusions

This paper is the first of its kind to address the problem of IR-drop-induced shift timing failures by a novel layout-aware scan segmentation scheme, namely *Low-Clock-Tree-Impact Scan Segmentation* (LCTI-SS). The LCTI-SS scheme identifies an optimal combination of scan segments for simultaneous clocking so that shift switching activity in the proximities of clock tree is reduced. This helps reduce IR-drop-induced shift clock skew which is becoming a major cause for scan shift failures, thus helping improve shift safety in scan testing.

Future work to further improve shift safety includes: (1) evaluating whether the LCTI-SS scheme is sufficient to totally avoid shift timing failures by using precise circuit-level power analysis; and (2) finding a metric which correlates more closely with IR-drop than WSA.
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